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If an idea works in one set of circumstances why not try it in
another? In patients with neutropenia prophylactic oral
antibiotics may reduce infection." This type of antibiotic
prophylaxis has now been extended to a more complex
bacteriological setting-selective decontamination of the
digestive tract of patients in intensive care units-a procedure
initiated by Stoutenbeek, van Saene, and their colleagues in
Groningen.4

Exogenous sources of infection in intensive care units
include the respiratory tract, food, mouth washes, and the
staff. Much time and effort are spent trying to eliminate
transmission from these sources, but infections acquired in
the intensive care unit and particularly respiratory infections
in ventilated patients continue to be a problem.5 One explana-
tion is that some of the infections are, in fact, endogenous.
Evidence suggests that Gram negative bacilli occur commonly
in the oropharynx and stomach of patients in intensive care
units and that these bacilli may cause respiratory infection.68
The Groningen approach aims at reducing or eliminating
these organisms and yeasts while preserving the anaerobic
flora-hence selective decontamination. The theory is that the
surviving anaerobes occupy the available ecological niches,
preventing incoming pathogens that may be resistant to
antibiotics from colonising the gut, so that colonisation
resistance is maintained.9 10

The full regimen for selective decontamination of the
digestive tract has three parts." Non-absorbable antibiotics
are introduced through a nasogastric tube into the stomach.
They are also applied in a paste to the mouth to remove Gram
negative organisms in the oropharynx. The third arm is a
systemic antibiotic given for the first few days while the
intestinal agents take effect-and this will also treat any
infection that may be incubating. The Groningen group used
polymyxin, tobramycin, and amphotericin (each 2%) in
Orabase (carmellose sodium) for the oropharynx and in
solution through the nasogastric tube.4 Other agents may be
suitable provided that they are inactive against anaerobes and
stable in the gut milieu. Cefotaxime was chosen as the
systemic antibiotic, apparently for its lack of activity on
anaerobes. Clearly, selective decontamination of the digestive
tract in the intensive care unit implies widespread use of
antibiotics in a setting where the potential for selecting
resistant organisms is already high and which has many
potential routes for their spread. Close bacteriological moni-
toring for resistance is an essential part of the regimen.

Several groups have now published the results of selective

decontamination of the digestive tract."'6 In these studies
only patients predicted to require ventilation for over five days
were treated (except for Ledingham et al, who applied it to
consecutive patients'5). All the studies showed reductions
both in bacterial colonisation and in infection rates. Respira-
tory infection is, however, difficult to confirm, and incubating
and acquired infections were not always distinguished.
Mortality was little changed, although the reports claimed
some reduction in mortality in patients with acute trauma and
from infections acquired in the intensive care unit.'5 16 The
ultimate assessment for the value of selective decontamination
of the digestive tract must be mortality: why should clinicians
in intensive care units take the risks and expense of reducing
infection if mortality in these patients is governed by other
factors? Increases in bacterial resistance were not found;
perhaps the high local concentrations and combination of two
antibacterial agents in the gut prevented this.

There are few data on the relative importance of the
oropharyngeal, gastric, and systemic antibiotics of selective
decontamination of the digestive tract. The contribution of
the systemic antibiotic is not clear and its danger is the
greatest. Unertl et al obtained comparable results without it,'3
and in other trials many of the control patients received
systemic antibiotics as part of their treatment. Evidence for
the value ofeliminating bacteria in the stomach has come from
a different source. In patients being ventilated and given H2
blockers and alkalisation (which strongly increase the numbers
of gastric bacteria) the mortality from pneumonia was
significantly higher than in patients receiving sucralfate,
which preserves gastric acidity.'7" Perhaps local antibiotics
would add to this effect as well as reducing the incidence of
septicaemia and abdominal and urinary infections arising
from gut organisms. " 56
A recent study compared patients who underwent intestinal

decontamination without systemic antibiotic with concurrent
untreated controls.'9 Unfortunately, the oropharynx was
decontaminated with povidone-iodine, an untested procedure.
the efficacy of which was not reported. Infection rates were
the same in patients given selective decontamination of
the digestive tract and controls, but the treatment eliminated
infections with resistant outbreak strains that had occurred in
the unit at the time.
The interim verdict on selective decontamination of the

digestive tract in intensive care units must be "not yet
proven."20 The use of the systemic antibiotic seems unwise
without better confirmation of its value; the relative impor-
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Value in intensive care units not proved
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tance of the oropharynx2 22 and stomach, and of preserving
gastric acidity, should be defined. Selective decontamination
of the digestive tract may be helpful, however, in preventing
infection in long stay patients with trauma who are being
ventilated and in removing organisms during outbreaks.
What selective decontamination of the digestive tract has
done is to open new approaches for investigating and possible
intervention of an intractable problem.
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Anticardiolipin antibody

A cause ofa tendency to thrombosis

It is now over five years since our description of the
thrombotic syndrome associated with anticardiolipin
(antiphospholipid) antibodies-perhaps an appropriate time
to reflect on the questions this syndrome has raised.1'-0 How
important is the syndrome? What is its aetiological role in
myocardial infarction, stroke, recurrent abortion, and other
thrombotic conditions? Is the tendency exacerbated by other
factors such as the contraceptive pill or smoking? What is the
mechanism of thrombosis? When should patients be tested
for the antibody and what should be done for those with high
titres?
The syndrome is characterised by a tendency to thrombosis

-both venous and arterial-and, in women, a tendency to
recurrent abortion, almost certainly related to thrombosis of
the placental blood vessels. Often these patients have a long
history of recurrent deep vein thrombosis; sometimes they
haunt the anticoagulant clinics with prothrombin ratios that
are difficult to control. The thrombosis may also affect renal,
ocular, cerebral, and other vessels. More seriously (and
distinct from other hypercoagulation disorders), patients may
develop arterial thrombosis-transient ischaemic attacks,
strokes, "early" myocardial infarction, or peripheral arterial
occlusion. Some patients have distinctive "livedo reticularis"
on the back of the hands or on the legs.2 8 Thrombocytopenia
occurs in some patients, and some patients develop abnor-
malities of the heart valves." The cause of the thrombotic
tendency is still unknown.2 13

For most general practitioners the most likely contact with
the syndrome is in obstetrics. High titres of antiphospholipid
antibody reflect a high risk for spontaneous abortion, some
women suffering a dozen or more episodes. The reported
proportion of women with recurrent abortions due to
antiphospholipid antibodies varies widely.'4 In one careful
study 27% ofwomen with two or more unexplained abortions

and 42% with three or more had antiphospholipid antibodies. 15
Possibly 21% of cases of early coronary artery disease are
associated with the syndrome.'6 Such figures, coming as
they do from specialist centres, may be skewed towards
overdiagnosis, but they still make a powerful case for
including testing for antiphospholipid antibodies in all
women with unexplained fetal loss.
Our feeling is that the most florid forms of the disease will

be seen by the neurologist. The neurological features are
variable (chorea, amaurosis, headache, petit mal), but an
appreciable number of patients develop strokes."' Detailed
investigation including magnetic resonance imaging often
shows multiple cerebral infarction, and, if untreated, a
number of patients develop multi-infarct dementia,'8 but how
important this cause is in a common condition is unknown.

Until we know the causes of the condition the optimum
treatment is uncertain. Perhaps patients with high antibody
titres and no clinical features should be given low dose aspirin,
and those who have had one or more thrombotic episodes
should be given anticoagulation with warfarin, often for
prolonged periods. The use of steroids, immunosuppression,
and so on to reduce antibodies has given disappointing
results. Thus from all points of view-epidemiological,
aetiological, and therapeutic-this newly described syndrome
remains a mystery; rarely has the phrase "more research is
needed" been more apposite.
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